FESTIVE FUN WITH
Bad Mermaids:
On thin ice

The Lonely Christmas Tree
A beautiful Christmas gift inspired
by the Christmas poem 'Twas
the Night Before Christmas.
With an uplifting message about
overcoming loneliness and
celebrating being together.

Spot the
difference

Can you spot five differences
between these two pictures?

Colour in the
Christmas
tree

In the kingdom of Frostopia,
mermaids Beattie, Mimi and
Zelda have come to the aid
of Maritza Mist, a famous
water witch who supplies
magic spells to the
underwater kingdoms.

Food for thought
Can you fill in the blanks
below to work out the
Christmas foods?

Rockin’
robins
How many robins like
this one can you spot
on both sides of this sheet?
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Animal sounds

We’re going on an Elf Chase
Four bunnies set off on a jolly Christmas lift-the-flap adventure
to find ten little elves hidden under the flaps. Stuffed with
festive frolics, this is the perfect Christmas gift.

Find the ship
CHRISTMAS PUDDING
GINGERBREAD
MINCE PIE
TURKEY
CANDY CANES

Find the
ship

Food for thought

Flip, flap, slide! Penguin
Cloppy, cloppy, clip! Reindeer
Chirpy, chirpy, cheep! Robin
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Spot the difference

Can you help Fionn
navigate this maze
to locate the ship?

Bauble bonanza

Rockin’ Robins

Answers

Each of these baubles has half a Christmas
word on them. Can you complete the words
by linking the matching baubles?

Christmas code
breaker
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Kid Normal and the
Shadow Machine
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Christmas code breaker

Katherine Rundell's fifth novel is a heist as
never seen before - the story of a group
of children who will do anything to right
a wrong. An action-packed adventure
perfect for the festive season.

Bauble Bonanza

The Good Thieves

BRING KID NORMAL TO ME

Fionn Boyle has been Storm Keeper
of Arranmore for less than six
months when thousands of terrifying
Soulstalkers arrive on the island.
The empty-eyed followers of the
dreaded sorceress Morrigan have
come to raise their leader.
Can Fionn find a way to stop them?

REIN -> DEER
STOC -> KING
LIG -> HTS
PRES -> ENTS

Design your own
Christmas decoration

The Lost Tide Warriors
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YOU DON'T NEED SUPERPOWERS
TO BE A HERO ... Or do you?
Despite having no powers, Murph
Cooper is part of the best team
in the Heroes' Alliance. So when
supervillain Magpie declares all-out
war, Kid Normal and the Super
Zeroes lead the charge.

One Christmas Wish
It's Christmas Eve and Theo - left at home
with a babysitter - sees an odd-looking
star out of his window and decides to
make a wish. He wishes that he had some
friends to keep him company. Moments later
the Christmas decorations begin to disentangle
themselves from the tree behind him, ready to
wreak a little havoc ...

WIN

a Little Folks Furniture
bookcase and 1 of 3 sets
of the books!

www.whippersnapperkids.com/bloomsbury

Competition closes 28/02/20. Terms and conditions apply, see website for more details.

